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What’s the path to NP through EFT?
How to maximise the reach of EFT?

2

Use the best SM 
predictions 

QCD/EW corrections

Use SMEFT to look for deviations 
from SM predictions 

Use precise SMEFT 
predictions to maximise 

sensitivity

Use as many experimental 
measurements as possible 

Cross-sections+differential distributions
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Aspects of EFT predictions
And how to improve them

3

Higher Orders in 1/Λ4

squared dim-6 contributions

double insertions of dim-6

dim-8 contributions


Higher Orders in QCD and EW

EFT is a QFT, renormalisable order-by-order 1/Λ2

𝒪(αs, αew) + 𝒪 ( 1
Λ2 ) + 𝒪 ( αs

Λ2 ) + 𝒪 ( αew

Λ2 )
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Why bother with higher orders?

4

Higher orders in SMEFT bring:

Accuracy

Precision

Improved sensitivity

Accurate knowledge of the deviations (distribution shapes, correlations between 
observables, etc.) can be the key to disentangle them from the SM. 

Loop-induced new sensitivity: operators entering at one-loop
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Higher orders in Monte Carlo
SMEFT@NLO
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http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/SMEFTatNLO

Degrande, Durieux, Maltoni, Mimasu, EV, Zhang 
arXiv:2008.11743
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What’s included?
Warsaw basis

6
K. Mimasu - KITP - 08/04/2021 SMEFT@NLO

What’s in the box?

6

• CP, B and flavor conservation

Some symmetries imposed to control parameter space

• Top-specific flavour structure of 2 & 4 fermion operators

[Grzadkowski et al.; JHEP 1010 (2010) 085]‘Warsaw’ basis

CP-even, B and flavour-conserving
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Flavour assumptions
Singling out the top quark

7

Approximate flavor symmetry in the SM 
• SM: broken by Yukawa interactions 

• SMEFT: broken by  

• + any off-diagonal or non-universal entries of other 2F operators

ψ2Xφ, ψ2φ3, (L̄R)(L̄R), (L̄R)(R̄L) & !φud

K. Mimasu - KITP - 08/04/2021 SMEFT@NLO

Flavor symmetry

7

SMEFTatNLO: minimal extension to single out top quark
U(3)L x U(3)e x U(3)Q x U(3)u x U(3)duniversal

[Aguilar-Saavedra et al.; 
arXiv:1802.07237]

See dim6top

Yukawa

Dipoles
3rd gen. 
currents
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3rd gen. 4F

U(3)L x U(3)e x U(2)Q x U(2)u x U(3)dtop
cf. Minimal 

flavor violation
[Buras et al.; PLB 500 

(2001) 161]  
[D’Ambrosio et al.; NPB 

645 (2002) 155]

U(3)L x U(3)e x U(2)Q x U(2)u x U(3)d 

See also dim6top 
[Aguilar-Saavedra et al. arXiv:1802.07237] 

• Chirality-flipping interactions involving Q3 & tR 
• Chirality-conserving interactions: universal gen. 1 & 2 + 3rd gen 
•  Four-fermions: 2-heavy-2-light & 4-heavy (no 4-light) 
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What can the code do?
Examples

8

Including 4-fermion operators

And many more…
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Applications at NLO
Triboson production

9

First computation of VVV@NLO in the SMEFT

c.f. first observation by CMS: arXiv:2006.11191 

NEW

5

ties are much larger than systematic ones. The expected significance of the combined VVV
production signal based on the sequential-cut selection is 5.4 standard deviations (sd), and the
observed significance is 5.0 sd. The observed (expected) significances for the individual tribo-
son production processes are 2.5 (2.9) sd for WWW, 3.5 (3.6) sd for WWZ, 1.6 (0.7) sd for WZZ,
and 0.0 (0.9) sd for ZZZ.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
µSignal strength 

Combined 1.02 +0.26
-0.23

+0.21
-0.20

WWW 1.15 +0.45
-0.40

+0.32
-0.30

WWZ 0.86 +0.35
-0.31

+0.32
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WZZ 2.24 +1.92
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-1.24

ZZZ < 5.4Allowed

total stat

CMS  (13 TeV)-1137 fb
BDT
Sequential-cut

Figure 2: Best fit values of the signal strengths for the BDT-based analyses (blue solid circles)
and the sequential-cut analyses (black open circles). The error bars represent the total uncer-
tainty. For ZZZ production, a 95% confidence level upper limit is shown. The stated numerical
values correspond to the BDT-based analysis.

The discrimination of signal and background events in the SS, 3`, and 4` channels is enhanced
by using BDTs. The training and optimization of the BDTs is carried out for each channel
using simulated background and signal events. A minimum value of each BDT output variable
substitutes for the categorizations of events and the kinematic requirements applied in the
sequential-cut analyses. In the SS and 3` channels, two separate BDTs are trained: the first one
to separate signal from nonprompt background and the second one to separate signal from the
rest of the background. These two BDTs are applied sequentially. In the 4` channel, a similar
strategy is pursued except that the two BDTs are targeted against ZZ and ttZ backgrounds
specifically. There are two (five) signal regions for events in the ee/µµ (eµ) category. The
improvement in sensitivity due to the use of BDTs varies channel by channel and is in the
range 5–15%. No BDTs are used for the 5` and 6` channels.

The yields in the individual signal regions obtained using the BDTs are shown in Fig. 1. The
significances L of the expected numbers of events are computed including systematic uncer-
tainties and are evaluated under the asymptotic approximation [61]. Pulls are the differences
in the numbers of observed and predicted events normalized to the uncertainties in the num-
bers of predicted events. Assuming the SM production of VVV events, the expected signif-
icance of the fit with a single signal strength µcomb is 5.9 sd and the observed significance is
5.7 sd. The observed (expected) significances for the individual triboson production processes
are 3.3 (3.1) sd for WWW, 3.4 (4.1) sd for WWZ, 1.7 (0.7) sd for WZZ, and 0.0 (0.9) sd for ZZZ.
In the most sensitive signal regions, approximately one third of the VVV events come from
VH production. The measured signal strengths, obtained in the asymptotic approximation of
the CLs method [61], correspond to the total cross sections listed in Table 1; leptonic branching
fractions for W and Z decays come from Ref. [62]. If VH is considered as a background, then
the combined observed (expected) significance for µcomb is 2.9 (3.5) sd and the measured cross
sections are listed in Table 1. For ZZZ production, upper limits are reported at 95% confidence
level. Signal strengths obtained using both sequential-cut and BDT-based approaches and with
VH production counted as signal are summarized in Fig. 2.

In summary, proton-proton collision data at
p

s = 13 TeV recorded with the CMS experiment
and amounting to 137 fb�1 were used to observe the production of three massive gauge bosons.
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Applications at NLO
Triboson production

9

First computation of VVV@NLO in the SMEFT

c.f. first observation by CMS: arXiv:2006.11191 

NEW
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ties are much larger than systematic ones. The expected significance of the combined VVV
production signal based on the sequential-cut selection is 5.4 standard deviations (sd), and the
observed significance is 5.0 sd. The observed (expected) significances for the individual tribo-
son production processes are 2.5 (2.9) sd for WWW, 3.5 (3.6) sd for WWZ, 1.6 (0.7) sd for WZZ,
and 0.0 (0.9) sd for ZZZ.
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Figure 2: Best fit values of the signal strengths for the BDT-based analyses (blue solid circles)
and the sequential-cut analyses (black open circles). The error bars represent the total uncer-
tainty. For ZZZ production, a 95% confidence level upper limit is shown. The stated numerical
values correspond to the BDT-based analysis.

The discrimination of signal and background events in the SS, 3`, and 4` channels is enhanced
by using BDTs. The training and optimization of the BDTs is carried out for each channel
using simulated background and signal events. A minimum value of each BDT output variable
substitutes for the categorizations of events and the kinematic requirements applied in the
sequential-cut analyses. In the SS and 3` channels, two separate BDTs are trained: the first one
to separate signal from nonprompt background and the second one to separate signal from the
rest of the background. These two BDTs are applied sequentially. In the 4` channel, a similar
strategy is pursued except that the two BDTs are targeted against ZZ and ttZ backgrounds
specifically. There are two (five) signal regions for events in the ee/µµ (eµ) category. The
improvement in sensitivity due to the use of BDTs varies channel by channel and is in the
range 5–15%. No BDTs are used for the 5` and 6` channels.

The yields in the individual signal regions obtained using the BDTs are shown in Fig. 1. The
significances L of the expected numbers of events are computed including systematic uncer-
tainties and are evaluated under the asymptotic approximation [61]. Pulls are the differences
in the numbers of observed and predicted events normalized to the uncertainties in the num-
bers of predicted events. Assuming the SM production of VVV events, the expected signif-
icance of the fit with a single signal strength µcomb is 5.9 sd and the observed significance is
5.7 sd. The observed (expected) significances for the individual triboson production processes
are 3.3 (3.1) sd for WWW, 3.4 (4.1) sd for WWZ, 1.7 (0.7) sd for WZZ, and 0.0 (0.9) sd for ZZZ.
In the most sensitive signal regions, approximately one third of the VVV events come from
VH production. The measured signal strengths, obtained in the asymptotic approximation of
the CLs method [61], correspond to the total cross sections listed in Table 1; leptonic branching
fractions for W and Z decays come from Ref. [62]. If VH is considered as a background, then
the combined observed (expected) significance for µcomb is 2.9 (3.5) sd and the measured cross
sections are listed in Table 1. For ZZZ production, upper limits are reported at 95% confidence
level. Signal strengths obtained using both sequential-cut and BDT-based approaches and with
VH production counted as signal are summarized in Fig. 2.

In summary, proton-proton collision data at
p

s = 13 TeV recorded with the CMS experiment
and amounting to 137 fb�1 were used to observe the production of three massive gauge bosons.

Interference resurrection
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Applications at NLO
EFT in top pair production

10

Octets Singlets
Different chiralities and colour structures

EFT SM

4-fermion operators

Interesting interference patterns
Degrande, Durieux, Maltoni, Mimasu, EV, Zhang arXiv:2008.11743
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Improved sensitivity
New operators opening up at NLO

11

4-heavy operators in top pair production

𝒪8
QQ = (Q̄γμTAQ)(Q̄γμTAQ)

𝒪1
QQ = (Q̄γμQ)(Q̄γμQ)

𝒪8
Qt = (Q̄γμTAQ)(t̄γμTAt)

𝒪1
Qt = (Q̄γμQ)(t̄γμt)

𝒪1
tt = (t̄γμt)(t̄γμt)

tt

t t

tb

b t

Complimentary information to ttbb and 4top production

At NLO:
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Loop induced processes
H, HH, HHH

12

5

FIG. 2. K-factors (NLO/LO) of the linear (�≠2) and
quadratic (�≠4) contributions to pair and triple weak-boson
production at the LHC

Ô
s = 13 TeV. Charge-conjugated final

states are summed over. OW values at O(�≠2) are divided
by 10 and negative for empty markers.

production of three bosons is relatively small, with SM
cross-sections for gg æ ZZZ and gg æ W +W ≠Z of
about 0.5% (0.07 fb) and 5% (8.6 fb) of the correspond-
ing qq̄ channel [48] at 13 TeV. Shown in Figure 2 and
Table III, the K-factors of quark-induced channels sig-
nificantly vary, not only from operator to operator, but
also across processes for the same operator, and between
the interference and quadratic contributions. In gen-
eral, they range between one and two. However, for
the OW operator involving three W field strengths, K-
factors at O(�≠2) are extremely large and even negative,
signalling that NLO corrections are lifting a suppression
that occurs at LO. It is known that the linear contri-
bution of this operator to the inclusive diboson cross-
section is very small at LO relative to the SM prediction
(0.171+4%

≠5% pb vs. 71.0+6%
≠7% pb for WW ) because of helicity

selection rules [49], and changes sign at NLO in QCD,
albeit staying below 1% (≠0.77≠14%

+16% pb vs. 104+5%
≠5% pb).

For WWZ production, the linear LO contribution is
already sizeable (≠12.3+1.4%

≠1.6% fb vs. 91.3+0.0%
≠0.5% fb) and be-

comes larger at NLO (≠32.0+12%
≠9% fb vs. 173.6+8%

≠6% fb). For
W +W +W ≠ production the linear LO contribution is tiny
(0.4(2)+8%

≠10% fb vs. 79.38+0.1%
≠0.6% fb) but becomes significant at

NLO (≠10.8+21%
≠16% fb vs. 142.8+7%

≠5% fb). These results sug-
gest that, in addition to spin correlation observables in
V V [50, 51], the rates of triple-vector-boson production
could help bounding the OW operator. We defer further
discussions of the loop and NLO e�ects in multi-boson
final states to a dedicated publication.

As a third application, we show in Figure 3 and Ta-
ble IV the sensitivity of the loop-induced Higgs pro-

O�G

Ot�

OtGO�

O��

-4

-2

0

2

4

log10(linear/SM)

O�G

Ot�

OtGO�

O��

-4

-2

0

2

4

log10(quadratic/SM)
H

HH

HHH

FIG. 3. Linear and quadratic contributions of the five rele-
vant operators to H, HH, and HHH production at a future
100 TeV pp collider, normalised by the corresponding SM pre-
dictions, for ci/�2 = 1 TeV≠2.

duction processes gg æ H, HH and HHH to various
SMEFT operators in pp collisions at

Ô
s = 100 TeV. Ac-

cess to all of these processes will provide the necessary in-
formation to determine trilinear and quartic terms of the
Higgs potential. Two panels display linear and quadratic
contributions of OtG, OÏG, OtÏ, OÏ, OÏ⇤ operators nor-
malised by the SM rate. All dependencies are calculated
at one loop with SMEFT@NLO, except for the linear
dependence of gg æ H on OÏ which appears at two
loops and is taken from Ref. [52]. The computation of
SMEFT e�ects in HHH production is presented here for
the first time. In general, the sensitivity to the various
operators increases with the final state multiplicity, par-
tially compensating the loss in statistical power due to
the decreasing rates. The only exception is OÏG whose
contribution to HHH is suppressed by an o�-shell Higgs
propagator. The loss of statistics is reflected in the pro-
jected FCC-hh reach: 1%, 5% and 50% on H, HH and
HHH [53–55], respectively. Though challenging, HHH
production might be used as a diagnostic process, should
a significant OÏ-like deviation be observed in HH, given
its larger relative sensitivity in this parameter.

Conclusions In this article, we have presented the
automation of SMEFT computations up to one-loop ac-
curacy, illustrated with selected phenomenological appli-
cations for the LHC and future colliders. Providing nec-
essary input for the extraction of operator coe�cients,
the implementation can readily be used in current exper-
imental and theoretical interpretations of collider data
where it opens the possibility to systematically lever-
age NLO accuracy, reduced theoretical uncertainties, and
loop-induced sensitivities in the SMEFT.

Several directions of further developments can be iden-
tified. The first is to extend our implementation to the
elements necessary for EW loop computations, build-
ing upon the existing automation of EW corrections in
the SM [56] and the available analytic results in the
SMEFT [57–68]. Dedicated studies of one-loop EW ef-

K. Mimasu - LHC EFT WG meeting - 14/12/2020 SMEFT@NLO20

loop-sensitivity, gg -> H/Hj/HH

gg -> H/HH/HHH (100 TeV)

Projected FCC-hh reach: 1%, 5% and 50% on H, HH and HHH

[Maltoni, Vryonidou & Zhang; JHEP 1610 (2016) 123]

[SMEFT@NLO; arXiv:2008.11743]
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1 Higgs pair production in the Standard Model E↵ective Field Theory

Within the Standard Model E↵ective Field Theory (SMEFT), deviations from the Stan-

dard Model (SM) are parametrised via higher-dimension operators which modify the SM

Lagrangian as follows:

L = LSM +
X

i

Ci

⇤2
Oi + O(⇤�4). (1.1)

The underlying assumptions of the SMEFT are the absence of light new physics and the fact

that SM gauge symmetries are respected. In the SMEFT, an expansion in 1/⇤2 is performed,

and therefore we assume the dimension-8 e↵ects are suppressed compared to dimension-6

e↵ects.

The dimension-6 operators of the Warsaw basis [? ] which are relevant for double Higgs

production at leading order are the following:

�L6 =
cH

⇤2
@µ(�†�)@µ(�†�) +

cu

⇤2
�†� q̄L�̃tR +

c6

⇤2
(�†�)3

+
ctG

⇤2
q̄L�µ⌫Gµ⌫ �̃tR +

c�G

⇤2
�†� Ga

µ⌫G
aµ⌫ . (1.2)

The first four operators enter HH production at the one-loop level whilst O�G enters at tree-

level. Assuming CP-conservation, the coe�cients of the dimension-6 operators Ou and OtG

are real and the CP-violating operator O
�G̃

= �†� Ga
µ⌫G̃

aµ⌫ can be ignored. The operators of

Eq. (1.2) will modify the total cross-section for double Higgs production. Additional SMEFT

operators modifying the coupling of the Higgs to the gauge bosons and b�quarks become

relevant once the decays of the Higgs bosons are taken into account, but this lies beyond the

scope of this section. Similarly additional operators will enter once QCD and EW corrections

are considered.

– 1 –

FCC-hh
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Loop & tree sensitivity 
Higgs production and decay

13

ZH

ZH VBF

ggH

from L. Mantani

H decays

𝒪φD, 𝒪(1)
φqi

, 𝒪(1)
φQ, 𝒪(3)

φQ, 𝒪ϕd⋯
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Global Higgs-top fit

14

PRELIMINARY

Ethier, Maltoni, Mantani, Nocera, Rojo, EV and Zhang in preparation 
For more details see Luca’s talk yesterday

Top
Top+Higgs+VV+Lep

Higgs data
Run I & 2 signal strengths 
(CMS+ATLAS): 

gluon fusion 
VH 
VBF 
ttH 
H decays 

Differential distributions & STXS
Top data
Run I & 2 results (CMS+ATLAS): 

pair production 
tt+V, tttt, ttbb 
single top 
tZj 
W helicity fractions 

Cross-sections & Differential distributions
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Global Higgs-top fit
Tree-loop interplay

15

Top Yukawa

Ethier, Maltoni, Mantani, Nocera, Rojo, EV and Zhang in preparation

4F mostly top

ttV couplings

PRELIMINARY

Top Chromomagnetic

Tree Loop
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Marginalised constraints

16
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Figure 5.8. Top: comparison of the posterior distributions in the coe�cients between the fits with
and without NLO QCD corrections to the EFT cross-sections. Bottom: the corresponding 95% CL
ranges, compared to the SM expectation.
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Outlook

17

SMEFT@NLO finally released


• Fully automated one-loop computations: NLO+PS and loop-induced


• Allows using results in global fits


Planned Extensions: 


• More general flavour structure


• Light 4-f operators


• CPV


